**Clementine and the Family Meeting** written by Sara Pennypacker, narrated by Jessica Almasy
The irrepressible Clementine is back to get news at a dreaded family meeting!

**Dumpling Days** written by Grace Lin, narrated by Angela Lin
In this 3rd book about Pacy, she and her family plan to go to Taiwan to celebrate her grandmother's birthday.

**Mirror Mirror: A Book of Reversible Verse**
written by Marilyn Singer, narrated by Marilyn Singer and Joe Morton
These poems share different perspectives of familiar folk-tale characters when read one way and in reverse order.

**Penderwicks at Point Mouette** written by Jeanne Birdsall, narrated by Susan Denaker
Familiar drama rules while on a Maine vacation when a different Penderwick girl takes charge.

**Songs from the Baobab** compiled by Chantal Grosleziat, illustrated by Elodie Nouhen
This handsomely illustrated book is accompanied by a CD of songs and lullabies from various parts of Africa.